
An extremely detailed 4k nft collection

A PLAYER VERSUS PLAYER NFT GAME

native token AND TOKENOMICS

WELCOME TO

SAMURAI EVOLVED

 Samurai evolved is an immersive PVP game. The NFT’s and the
in game dynamics are based on traditional samurai culture,

with a modernized, futuristic and cyberpunk take on Samurais.

www.samuraievo.com

IT IS NOT JUST A REGULAR NFT COLLECTION. THE ENTIRE ECOSYSTEM
REVOLVES AROUND A FEW CORE COMPONENTS



The NFT’s will be used as in game characters, which will be sold on our own marketplace. The NFT’s will also
have a rented option, which allowed players to rent out their NFT’s while receiving a reward for lending out
their NFT’s. This serves as passive income for the investor, which is incredibly attractive to people and investor’s. 
The Samurai collection has over 1000 unique skins drawn from the different missions and challenges he faced
throughout the game.

www.samuraievo.com

Component #I

4k nft art collection

The concept of Samurai evolved, is based around the Player versus Player (PVP) gameplay. The 4k ultra realistic
non-fungible token (NFT) skins is an exciting new development in the world of gaming. This concept combines
the traditional elements of Samurai fighting, such as swordsmanship coupled with strategy, while using the
modern technology of NFTs to create a unique gaming experience. Although, the principal and most interesting
aspect of the game is the Player vs player mode

Component #2

the samurai evolved game

The players will need to purchase in game coins with $EVO (standing for Samurai Evolved) based on the
Ethereum chain. The $EVO purchased will go to a burn wallet, this method sustains a healthy economy for our
token, and makes it a hyper deflationary token, which means the supply will be decrease with time, proportional
with the number of the game players. 

Component #3

native token $evo
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PROJECT BRIEF

Detailed NFT Artwork Collection: The 4k graphics coupled, with immersive in game dynamics, is sure to impress the PVP
community. The sheer uniqueness of the NFT’s, all having individually different skills and abilities, will create high intrinsic
value to investors.

The $EVO token: The sustainability and the long term development and growth of the game is almost entirely dependent on
the tokenomics of $EVO and the in-game dynamics. Samurai Evolved will be fully sustainable as, it will function as a player vs
player game. This ensures longevity as players will use their own coins to play others and be incentivized to reinvest into the
game and their NFTs, reducing sell pressure for $EVO.

$EVO Token Utilities: The players will need to purchase in game coins with $EVO (standing for Samurai Evolved) based on the
Ethereum chain. The $EVO purchased will go to a burn wallet, this method sustains a healthy economy for the ecosystem, and
makes it a hyper deflationary token, which means the supply will decrease over time, proportional with the number of the
game players.

The NFTs: For Samurai Evolved NFT’s will be necessary in order to play the game, they will be skins to be used in game and
will come in different rarities in order to add value to each of the difference varieties and rarities. NFTs can also be won by
other opponents during a battle called “BATTLE FOR THE SKIN” and other gamers would be able to watch the match live. Not
only that, players will be able to win NFT’s through playing the game, which will give them an ulterior motive to play the
game besides the rewarded tokens in $EVO which is the in game token.

Rarieties: Minting Nft’s will allow the early inventors to gain a spot on the presale whitelist. NFT’s will come in different
rarities, which will determine their abilities and intrinsic value down the line, when the gain gets released.

The problem and the solution: Most player vs player and play-to-earns, apart from a select few (who had other underlining
issues that lead to their ultimate downfall), were just based around farming of the in game or a said token, with very minimal
in game dynamics. A couple of games come to mind, in which players did not even have to interact with the game, they just
had to press a couple buttons and leave their computer or device running the game, while the game would be farming the in
game currency.

NFT COLLECTION RARIETIES

Basic: 40% 
Regular: 32%
Advanced: 16%
Epic: 8% 
Legendary: 4% 
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the game
Samurai Evolved is an Action-adventure, MOBA style video game built on Ethereum with high production quality,
exceptional artwork and graphics, high quality NFT’s and exciting gameplay that has rarely seen before in the PVP
space. Samurai Evolved is inspired by Feudal Japan, following the story of Musashi Miyamoto and his journey of
becoming the strongest samurai, but danger lies ahead of him that he is yet to see.

The cyberpunk samurai is a symbol of truth and justice in a world of chaos. They are a beacon of light, guiding the
way for those who seek justice and truth. They are warriors of the digital age, wielding their swords of knowledge
and courage in the fight against cybercrime and injustice. Furthermore, they are fearless in the face of danger,
never backing down from a fight. They are the protectors of the innocent, the guardians of the digital world. They
follow the lights of truth, no matter the cost, and never waver in their commitment to justice. Likewise, they are
the cyberpunk samurai, and they are here to stay.

IN GAME DINAMICS

The concept of a Samurai evolved, is based around Player versus Player (PVP), with 4k ultra realistic non-fungible
token (NFT) skins is an exciting new development in the world of gaming. This concept combines the traditional
elements of a Samurai fighting, such as swordsmanship coupled with strategy, while using the modern technology
of NFTs to create a unique gaming experience. Although, the principal and most interesting aspect of the game is
the Player vs player mode. The game will offer a total of four different modes, depending on the style and difficulty
of gameplay that players are looking for. These modes are; Player vs player, Player vs AI, tournament mode, and
team mode.

The concept of NFTs has been around for some time now, but the recent surge in popularity of the technology has
opened up a range of new possibilities for gaming. NFTs are digital assets that are stored on a blockchain, meaning
that they are immutable and can be used to represent ownership of digital assets. This has made them a popular
choice for gaming developers, as they can be used to create unique digital items that can be traded and sold on the
blockchain. NFTs became valuable especially in the P2E sphere, as the NFTs were given utility, which is the most
important element to what gives an NFT value. P2E games usually required an NFT to play and earn in the game.
The utility of these NFTs is therefore crucial for the development of the game.

For Samurai Evolved NFT’s will be necessary in order to play the game, they will be skins to be used in game and
will come in different rarities in order to add value to each of the difference varieties and rarities. NFTs can also be
won by other opponents during a battle called “BATTLE FOR THE SKIN” and other gamers would be able to watch
the match live. Not only that, players will be able to win NFT’s through playing the game, which will give them an
ulterior motive to play the game besides the rewarded tokens in $EVO which is the in game token.



MAX supply:100,000,000

BUY & SELL TAX: 5%

2% of the taxes going to
Marketing

3% of the taxes going to the
Development of the project
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$EVO TOKEN OVERVIEW

The $EVO token is a native in-game currency that’s designed to fuel the economics within the Samurai Evolved. It
will be widely used in and outside the game, ensuring longevity as players will use their coins to play others and
be incentivized to reinvest into the game and their NFTs, reducing sell pressure for $EVO.

Play-to-earns fail because players siphon out all the in game token, and sell them, reducing the price of the token,
as it gradually goes to zero. $EVO token will need to be bought by players in order to buy an NFT’s, and to upgrade
their skills.
The bought $EVO tokens will be sent to a burn wallet, reducing supply and inherently increasing value of $EVO.
This creates a hyper deflationary token, as more buys will be made, while conversely reducing selling pressure.

$EVO technical details

As an extra source of reassurance for the investors, the liquidity pool
will be locked for 400 days.



BASIC: 40%

REGULAR: 32%

ADVANCED: 16%

EPIC: 8%

LEGENDARY: 4%
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NFT Value and use cases
The NFT’s will be used as in game characters, which will be sold on our own marketplace. The NFT’s will also have a
rented option, which allowed players to rent out their NFT’s while receiving a reward for lending out their NFT’s.
This serves as passive income for the investor, which is incredibly attractive to people and investor’s. 
The Samurai collection has over 1000 unique skins drawn from the different missions and challenges he faced
throughout the game.

The minting and the NFT’s minted will be random, the price per mint will be 0.1ETH.
The marketplace Dapp will be available a couple of days before the game. Our goal is to have the first release of the
game available within the next 2–3 months. 
We will add other features and news on a consistent manner in our weekly updates, to keep investor’s in on the
development, along with getting them excited for what is coming

NFT SPECIFICATIONS

Samurai evolved will feature it’s very own Dapp, to ensure seamless transactions and a better customer experience.
The Dapp, will be specifically created, to make everything as easy as possible for the investors.

Each player will have his own in-game character based on the NFT he holds. Each NFT will have unique and
varying characteristics, which improve as the rarity of the NFT increases. The characters will have varying; points
for attack, defense, technical attack, movement, jump and health attributes. We at Samurai Evolved, believe it to be
crucial for the long term development of the project, but will also allow for reduced fees associated with trading the
NFT’s, as these fees can be significant if other Dapps are used

Minting NFTs will allow the early inventors to gain a spot on the presale whitelist. NFT’s will come in different
rarities, which will determine their abilities and intrinsic value down the line, when the gain gets released

The reason we choose to have NFT’s of varying rarities while maintaining the same price per mint, is to add a sense
of mystery to the mints, making the investor’s gain confidence and pride when they receive higher rarity NFT’s as
they can turn over more profit if they decide to lend it out.
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$evo team

Our team, is composed of knowledgeable developers, programmers and professional NFT artists. Every
member of Samurai Evolved, has had much previous experience in the crypto space and the Play-to-earn
NFT space. Knowledge through experience is something that we greatly value, as it allows for problems
to be solved in the most efficient and professional way possible. We are confident that using our pass
experienced and thus developed knowledge in the space will allow us to solve and hurdle any barrier that
will come our way.

‘’Through fire and brimstone and even outside comfort zones, nothing would ever stop them from finding
out all there was about these enlightening truths - not as long as their cyberpunk samurai spirit remained
intact and inspiring others around them to do likewise on their own paths towards self-discovery ‘’

We believe in authenticity, novelty, and innovation. The game will be like nothing ever seen in the
Player vs Player NFT space. We believe it is our core duty and mission to ensure that the game, is
continuously innovated, and improved to increase the intrinsic value and worth to the investor’s.

Marketing is the key, and golden ticket to any successful and trending crypto project, especially for play-
to-earn NFT Games. The Marketing team at Samurai Evolved, is well-connected to crypto influencers,
and has cost-efficient marketing means for getting the word out to potential investors

We believe that our vision, coupled with the undeniable innovation of the Samurai Evolved, is only
bound to gain tracking in the blockchain NFT gaming space. Most of the previous NFT play-to-earns have
come to fail in the past, but our PVP will be soundproof to negative selling pressure. However, Samurai
Evolved’s continuous, in game economics and tokenomics, will ensure long term sustainability and thus
long term development of the project.
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roadmap
We are committed to building Samurai Evolved to the highest standards of quality and workmanship.

We are still in the early stages and will continue to expand Samurai Evolved into a groundbreaking
Web3 project in the years to come. More details will be provided in future roadmaps.

Phase 1
- Setting up social medias.
- Website and whitepaper development
- Partnering strategically and attracting investors
- Developing the marketing strategy
- Beginning of the private sale
- First collection of NFT’s. Working on things like
art, digital collectibles, and in-game items
- KYC and AUDIT verification, to ensure transparency
and confidence in the investors.
- The first NFT minting event
- Presale on Pinksale
- Giveaways, contests, and Amas for community
strengthening.

Phase 2
- Uniswap Listing
- Increasing visibility and marketing in the P2E and
PVP space.
- Listings on Coin Gecko and Coin Marketcap
- Establishing rules for the game regarding player
opponents, opponent difficulty, the matchmaking
system and victory criteria
- The game's initial release takes place
- Integrating the NFTs' appropriate skills and traits
in the gameplay
- Create and mystery box opening events with
attributes and skins
- The Development of the gameplay mechanics and
dynamics
- Dex listings, for greater visibility and accessibility
to trade

Phase 3
- NFT marketplace Dapp
-Expanding marketing and aiming for larger audiences
 - Maintain appropriate degrees of challenge
throughout the game, and balance the incentive
structure for earning PVP prizes.
- Game made live on App Store and Play store
-Increase social media marketing, grow a large fan
base on our social media platforms
- Construction of Polygon Matic Bridge

Phase 4
- Central Exchange Listings, for a mainstream
audience, which will bring us to the top of the
crypto space.
- Game development, with the integration of 4k
graphics and an immersive gameplay experience.
- Create a referral scheme to encourage users and
promoters to spread the word
- Crypto Gaming Guilds Partnerships



 ‘’ Together it seemed this untold hero could bring
justice and balance back into the world one person
at a time – just like our ancestors did during those
times when it seemed nothing else could be done, only
by shining a light on things otherwise overlooked or
forgotten… ‘’ 

The concept of Samurai fighting, Player versus
Player gameplay is an
exciting new development in the gaming industry. The
use of NFTs allows for the creation of unique
digital assets
that can be traded and sold on the blockchain, as
well as
the varieties of skins that can be used to customize
characters and weapons in the game. This opens up a
range of possibilities for developers, as they can
create
unique gaming experiences that can be monetized.
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CONCLUSION

https://t.me/SamuraiEvolved

https://twitter.com/SamuraiEvolved
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